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Every country has its dark days. Periods of sickness, war, political unrest, famine, etc. In a way                 

these struggles make them better and mold them into the countries are today. While a lot                

of countries go through these phases and overcome them, others have yet to overcome              

and make amends for their pasts. One of these countries is the United States of America.                

America has always struggled with many different problems from money to legislation,            

but perhaps the most consistent problem we face is race. In fact there were race wars here                 

before the land had even been declared a country. The installment of slavery only threw               

gas on the fire of racial inequality that had already been burning for decades. For               

hundreds of years the imprisonment, kidnapping, raping, beating, and murder of African            

slaves was legal, so it makes sense that these events kept happening even after slavery               

was abolished. These terrible acts were used to intimidate African-Americans and to            

‘keep them in their place’. One of the more common forms of intimidation was              

lynchings. Thousands of African Americans were lynched between 1877 and 1940 (1).            

One of these victims was a man named Tom Redmond.  

For the past few weeks I have been doing research on Redmond and the               

circumstances leading up to his death/murder. Most of my attempts to find more out              

about Redmond himself came up unsuccessful. Which, in retrospect, isn’t very           

surprising. The date of Tom Redmond’s death, or at least the date it was reported, is June                 

17, 1890. During this time period, records of any type were hard to come by and/or                

poorly kept. Birth certificates were sometimes never written, marriage licenses had           
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misspelled names, death certificated were often tampered with or listed the wrong cause             

of death due to public perception. African Americans were not actively tracked on the              

Census back then and even if they were the information wasn’t always accurate. On top               

of that, newspapers weren’t as strict about fact checking back then, so even when things               

were reported on, the information in the news articles wasn’t always right.  

I never found anything listing Redmond’s age, job, where he lived, or any             

relatives that could have nearby lived. If I were to guess I would say he was about 20-35.                  

Maybe he was married and had children. I don’t know if he lived in Birmingham or if he                  

just worked here, just his last few hours were spent here. The Montgomery Advertiser              

describes the incident as an argument that escalated into a gunfight in which at least two                

black men were killed. The only side of the story that has been deemed ‘official’ is that of                  

the white people involved or in the surrounding communities. Which is: A group of              

white men were drinking from a keg of beer out in the country and when they emptied                 

the keg they rolled it down the hill they were sitting on. The men then preceded to throw                  

rocks at the keg and at some point offended a group of black men sitting at the bottom of                   

the hill, who claimed the white men were really throwing rocks at them. Words passed               

between the two groups and, according to the paper’s account, the group of black men               

leave to go get their ‘weapons’ (2). The white men flee the scene and the whole ordeal is                  

put on hold until the next morning, when a white man attempts to arrest one the supposed                 

leaders of the group of black men. A shootout ensues in which at least two black men are                  

killed, including Redmond, and at least five men were wounded overall. In the             

Birmingham Chronicle, the incident is spun in favor of the group of white men and the                
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black men are portrayed as excessively aggressive. The paper actually dubs the event ‘a              

mountain made out of a mole hill’ (3), as if the deaths of the black men involved were                  

nothing to be concerned about. Redmond’s name or death isn’t even mentioned in this              

account, but the incident report lines up almost exactly. No one attempted arrest of any of                

the white men involved is reported on and the man who tried to make the arrest of the                  

date of the incident is not listed to have been a police officer or sheriff. No charges are                  

said to have been filed for the murders of the black men. In fact, one the bodies of the                   

black men is found in the woods not long after everything went down.  

Everything from how black people were documented, to how they were treated            

daily, to how the media portrayed them were clear signs of the inequalities of the times.                

Black people, especially men were treated as second class citizens, and if they ever              

decided to go against the status quo set by Jim Crow, they were cut down and made an                  

example of. The death of Tom Redmond was the result of a few bruised egos, and need                 

not have happened. I think the how it was handled speaks more to the way things were                 

back then. It was as if his life did not matter. People just moved on and the whole thing                   

was just swept under the rug. These behaviors are eerily similar to the way the deaths of                 

African-Americans are reported on today. High profile headlines of unjust police killings            

are flashed over all news outlets, only to quickly be pushed aside by the next trending                

topic. I think this is what happens when the past is forgotten, and the only thing worse                 

than the past being forgotten is it being repeated. Stories like Tom Redmond’s need to be                

told if America is ever going to grow and make peace with the atrocities of it’s past. 
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